## Tendon Retrievers, Grasping & Braiding Forceps and Tendon Strippers

### TENDON STRIPPERS

**BUNNELL TENDON STRIPPER**
- 13.5cm (5 1/2")
- 2.5mm dia.
- 3.0mm dia.
- 4.0mm dia.
- 5.0mm dia.
- 6.5mm dia.

**FLEXIBLE SHAFT TENDON STRIPPER**
- 22cm (8 3/4")
- 3mm inner dia.
- 4mm inner dia.
- 5mm inner dia.
- 6mm inner dia.

### TENDON RETRIEVERS

- Rigid or Flexible Shaft, Large or Small Jaw. Stainless Steel Construction. Autoclavable.

**ASSI.AG2668**
- Carroll Tendon Retriever

### Additional Tendon Retrievers Can Be Found on Next Page ➡

---

**RIGID SHAFT**

**FLEXIBLE SHAFT**

---

**ADDITIONAL TENDON STRIPPERS CAN BE FOUND ON NEXT PAGE ➡**
**TENDON GRASPING FORCEPS**

TENDON GRASPING FORCEPS WITH NEEDLE TEETH

Jaws feature two pairs of pin teeth that interdigitate upon closure. Limit to closure is adjustable by the thumb-screw attached to the instrument. Ratchet lock holds jaws firmly in place.

**ASSI.AG1563**

15cm (6")

Four pin teeth

**ASSI.AG2639**

TENDON GRASPING FORCEPS

Substantially reduce permanent tendon damage. Sharp teeth assure a solid grasp without tearing, even when applied to tendon ends.

**ASSI.AG5509**

15cm (6’’), 2.5mm wide jaws

2x2 pin teeth

**ASSI.AG1568**

ISLARD TENDON GRASPING FORCEPS

Temporarily immobilizes the tendon, restricting muscular action during the braiding process.

**ASSI.AG1068**

16cm (6-1/4’’)

Engelst TENDON GRASPING FORCEPS

Lightweight Engel forceps feature 4x5 atraumatic teeth.

**ASSI.AG1069**

14.5cm (5-3/4’’)

**HALSTED-S TENDON GRASPING FORCEPS**

These forceps simplify the task of maneuvering a tendon around a phalanx.

**ASSI.AG10711**

12.5cm (5”) light curve

**ASSI.AG10712**

12.5cm (5”) medium curve

**ASSI.AG10713**

12.5cm (5”) strong curve

**DIETRICH TENDON FIXATION NEEDLE**

Temporarily immobilizes the tendon, restricting muscular action during the braiding process.

**ASSI.AG1565**

4.5cm (1-3/4’’)

**ASSI.AG1566**

12cm (4-3/4’’)

**ASSI.AG1567**

12cm (4-3/4’’)

**ASSI.AG1568**

25cm (9-7/8’’)

**BRAND TENDON TUNNELING/PASSING FORCEPS**

Provide invaluable assistance during tendon braiding. The normally shaped fine point on one jaw separates tendon without causing long splits. The jaws can grasp and hold a small tendon stump securely.

**ASSI.AG5343**

15cm (6”) adult size, curved

Delicate sharp point

Single pin tooth

**ASSI.AG5344**

15cm (6”) child size, curved

Delicate sharp point

Single pin tooth

**ASSI.AG5345**

4.5cm (1-3/4’’)

**ASSI.AG79026**

25cm (9-7/8’’)

**ASSI.AG15712**

12.5cm (5-3/4”) adult size, straight

Delicate sharp point

Single pin tooth

**ASSI.AG15713**

12.5cm (5-3/4”) child size, straight

Delicate sharp point

Single pin tooth

**TENDON BRAIDING FORCEPS**

These forceps simplify the task of maneuvering a tendon around a phalanx.

**ASSI.AG1065**

12.5cm (5”) light curve

**ASSI.AG1066**

12.5cm (5”) medium curve

**ASSI.AG1067**

12.5cm (5”) strong curve

**ASSI.AG1564**

4.5cm (1-3/4’’)

**ASSI.AG1565**

12cm (4-3/4’’)

**ASSI.AG1566**

12cm (4-3/4’’)

**ASSI.AG1567**

12cm (4-3/4’’)

**ASSI.AG1568**

25cm (9-7/8’’)

**ASSI.AG79026**

25cm (9-7/8’’)

**ASSI.AG15712**

12.5cm (5-3/4”) adult size, straight

Delicate sharp point

Single pin tooth

**ASSI.AG15713**

12.5cm (5-3/4”) child size, straight

Delicate sharp point

Single pin tooth
Tendon Retrievers, Grasping & Braiding Forceps and Tendon Strippers

**TENDON STRIPPERS**

**BUNNELL TENDON STRIPPER**

- 3mm inner dia.
- 25cm (9 7/8"
- ASSI.AG265760

**FLEXIBLE SHAFT TENDON STRIPPER**

- 22cm (8 3/4"
- ASSI.AG152760

**ADDITIONAL TENDON STRIPPERS CAN BE FOUND ON NEXT PAGE**

©2013 ASSI®
TENDON GRASPING FORCEPS

**TENDON GRASPING FORCEPS WITH NEEDLE TEETH**
Jaws feature two pairs of pin teeth that interdigitate upon closure. Light to closure is adjustable by the thumb-screw attached to the instrument. Ratchet lock holds jaws firmly in place.

**ASSI.AG1563**
15cm (6")
Four pin teeth

**ASSI.AG1568**
16cm (6-1/2")
2.5mm wide jaws, 240 pin teeth

**ISLAM TENDON GRASPING FORCEPS**
Duplicates our Orthopedic Tendon Clamp. They feature "O" shaped jaws with 140 atraumatic teeth.

**ASSI.AG1668**
16cm (6-1/2")

**ENGLERT TENDON GRASPING FORCEPS**
Lightweight English forceps feature 140 atraumatic teeth.

**ASSI.AG1669**
14.6cm (5-3/4")

**HALSTED-S TENDON GRASPING FORCEPS**
These forceps simplify the task of maneuvering a tendon around a phalanx.

**ASSI.AG15711**
12.5cm (5")
Light curve

**ASSI.AG15712**
12.5cm (5")
Medium curve

**ASSI.AG15713**
12.5cm (5")
Strong curve

**DIETRICH TENDON FIXATION NEEDLE**
Temporarily immobilizes the tendon, restricting muscular action during the braiding process.

**ASSI.AG5345**
4.5cm (1-3/4")

**ASSI.AG5346**
4.5cm (1-3/4")

**BRAND TENDON TUNNELING/PASSING FORCEPS**
Provides valuable assistance during tendon braiding. The normally shaped flat point on one jaw separates tendon without causing long splits. The jaws can grasp and hold a small tendon stump securely.

**ASSI.AG5343**
15cm (6")
Adult size, curved Delicate sharp point.Single pin tooth.

**ASSI.AG5344**
12cm (4-3/4")
Child size, curved Delicate sharp point.Single pin tooth.

**ASSI.AG5341**
12cm (4-3/4")
Child size, straight Delicate sharp point.Single pin tooth.

**ASSI.AG5340**
15cm (6")
Adult size, curved Delicate sharp point.Single pin tooth.

**ASSI.AG5349**
15cm (6")
2.5mm wide jaws, 240 pin teeth

**ASSI.AG79026**
25cm (9-7/8")
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**TENDON GRASPING FORCEPS**

**TENDON GRASPING FORCEPS**

These forceps simplify the task of maneuvering a tendon around a phalanx.

**HALSTED-S TENDON GRASPING FORCEPS**

These forceps simplify the task of maneuvering a tendon around a phalanx.

**DIETRICH TENDON FIXATION NEEDLE**

Temporarily immobilizes the tendon, restricting muscular action during the braiding process.

**BRAND TENDON TUNNELING/PASSING FORCEPS**

Provide invaluable assistance during tendon braiding. The centrally shaped prong on one jaw separates tendon without causing long splits. The jaws can grasp and hold a small tendon stump securely.
TENDON RETRIEVERS
Rigid or Flexible Shaft, Large or Small Jaw. Stainless Steel Construction. Autoclavable.

ASI3811
Rigid Shaft, Small Jaw
Tip dia: 1mm
1 x 2 Teeth
Jaw length: 8mm

ASI3813
Rigid Shaft, Large Jaw
Tip dia: 1.5mm
1 x 2 Teeth
Jaw length: 8mm

ASI3812
Flexible Shaft, Small Jaw
Tip dia: 1mm
1 x 2 Teeth
Jaw length: 8mm

ASI3810
Flexible Shaft, Large Jaw
Tip dia: 1.5mm
1 x 2 Teeth
Jaw length: 8mm

BUNNELL TENDON STRIPPER
13.5cm (5 1/2”)
3mm inner dia.
ASSI.AG25328
4mm inner dia.
ASSI.AG25335
5mm inner dia.
ASSI.AG25350
6mm inner dia.
ASSI.AG25360

FLEXIBLE SHAFT TENDON STRIPPER
22cm (8 3/4”)
3mm inner dia.
ASSI.AG5331328
4mm inner dia.
ASSI.AG1524435
5mm inner dia.
ASSI.AG1524535
6mm inner dia.
ASSI.AG1524635

RIGID SHAFT

ASSI AG152840
4.0mm dia.
35.0cm (14”)

ASSI AG152845
4.5mm dia.
35.0cm (14”)

ASSI AG152855
5.5mm dia.
35.0cm (14”)

ASSI AG152860
6.0mm dia.
35.0cm (14”)

ASSI AG152870
7.0mm dia.
35.0cm (14”)
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ADDITIONAL TENDON STRIPPERS CAN BE FOUND ON NEXT PAGE ➡